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The 3 stages combine to give the characteristics of a Non-uniform quantizer.



Most common form of analog to digital modulation

Four step process:
1. Signal is sampled using PAM (Sample)
2. Integer values assigned to signal (PAM)
3. Values converted to binary (Quantized)
4. Signal is digitally encoded for transmission (Encoded)
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PCM Block Diagram



Audio Filtering

The process of selecting frequencies or range of frequencies in a
given signal and the attenuation of the frequency components
outside the chosen range is called filtering.

• Prior to sampling and AD conversion
• remove unwanted frequencies

(a) For speech, typically from 50Hz to 10kHz is retained, and
other frequencies by the use of a filter out lower and higher
frequencies.

(b) An audio music signal will typically contain from about 20Hz
up to 20kHz



Audio Filtering

• At the DA converter end, high frequencies may reappear in
the output because of sampling and then quantization,

• So at the decoder side, a low-pass filter is used after the DA
circuit.
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Audio Quality

The uncompressed data rate increases as more bits
are used for quantization.

The bandwidth for analog devices is the part of the
response or transfer function of a device that is
approximately constant, or flat, with the x-axis being
the frequency and the y-axis equal to the transfer
function.

the difference between the upper and lower
frequencies in a continuous set of frequencies.



Audio Quality

Bitrate: the amount of data that can be transmitted in
a fixed bandwidth is usually expressed in bits per
second (bps) or bytes per amount of time.
Bit-depth: The number of bits used to form an integer
value of a signal

CD audio: 16-bit, 44,100 Hz
44100sample  16bit  2 channels = 1411.2 kbps

In contrast, in Computer Networking, the term
bandwidth refers to the data rate (bps) that the
network or transmission link can deliver.



Audio Quality

The standard sampling frequencies used in audio are 5.0125
kHz, 11.025 kHz, 22.05 kHz, and 44.1 kHz, with some
exceptions, and these frequencies are supported by most sound
cards.



Synthetic Sounds

Subtractive synthesis idea is to generate more
harmonics than you may want and then use a filter
or multiple filters to subtract (attenuate) certain
frequencies.

o Thus all subtractive synthesizers must have at least one
filter.

Oscillator Filter Amplifier



Synthetic Sounds

Additive synthesis refers to the idea that complex tones
can be created by the summation, or addition, of
simpler ones:



The general form of the sine wave

Synthetic Sounds

Additive synthesis

� = � sin(2����/��)

A is the amplitude of the wave,
Fw is the frequency of the wave,
Fs is the sample frequency,
t is the sample index.



tot_time=2; % total time
Fw = 400; % Frequency (Hz)
A  = 0.9; % Amplitude [0...1];
Fs = 22050; % sampling frequency (Hz)

N = tot_time*Fs;
t=0:N-1;

y = A.*sin(2*pi*t*Fw/Fs);
plot(t/Fs,y)
sound(y,Fs);
audiowrite('test.wav',y,Fs)
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Additive synthesis



Additive synthesis

Synthetic Sounds

http://sites.music.columbia.edu/cmc/MusicAndComputers/chapter4/04_02.php



Fs = 22050; tot_time=2;
f1 = 440; f2 = 500; f3 = 620; f4 = 700;

y1 = wavefun(f1,tot_time,0.9,Fs);
y2 = wavefun(f2,tot_time,0.6,Fs);
y3 = wavefun(f3,tot_time,0.7,Fs);
y4 = wavefun(f4,tot_time,0.4,Fs);
ytot = (y1 + y2 + y3 + y4)/4;

plot(ytot(1:440));
sound(ytot,Fs);
audiowrite('test.wav',ytot,Fs)
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Synthetic Sounds

Frequency Modulation
refers to the idea of changing the tone of a simple
waveform by frequency modulating it with an another
frequency resulting in a more complex waveform with a
different sound.

�(�) = � sin(2���� + � sin(2����))

Fc:  basic carrier frequency
Fm: modulating frequency

fc = 100
fm = 10
I = 40



Synthetic Sounds

Frequency Modulation



Synthetic Sounds

Fs = 22050;
A = 1;
tot_time = 3.0;      % seconds
t = 0:1/Fs:tot_time;  % time vector

% Frequency Modulation Setting
fc = 440;      % center frequency
fm = 30;        % modulation frequency
Imin = 0;
Imax = 20;
I = t.*(Imax - Imin)/tot_time + Imin; 

y = A*sin(2*pi*fc*t + I.*sin(2*pi*fm*t));
plot(t(1:10000), y(1:10000));
sound(ytot,Fs);
audiowrite('test.wav',ytot,Fs)

Frequency Modulation




